
 
Here are the minutes from the meeting on July 16th, 2008 held at Fairway Flyerz Disc 

store: 

  

Meeting was called to order by President Coach Dave Pennington @ 7:12 PM  

In attendance: 

Dave Pennington- President  Mike Snelson- Secretary  

Dan Johnson- E Zone Coordinator Todd Erickson- W Zone Coordinator 

Chuck Kennedy Dave Lynch Tom Hammes Lightnin’ Lyle Jensen  

 

Not here: 

Steve Yee- Vice President Brad Junnila- Treasurer Adam Gorres- N Zone Coordinator 

Brian Gustafson- S Zone Coordinator  

Timmy Gill  Eric Kuitunen  John Kretzschmar Rick Sanders 

 

Minutes of 06/07/08 meeting were approved. Coach reiterated the importance of attendance 

from the elected members, and stated that a proxy needs to be sent if someone is not 

going to be able to attend. 

 

Membership report 

According to Tom the MFA has 135 current members, 30 which are new. The membership 

packets are up to date and the latest Floater has been sent to all current members as of 

7/14/08. Todd asked if it was possible to ascertain a membership list separated by zone. 

Tom stated that he has that for the current members but to do this through the entire 

1600+ database we would need to re-do the boundary lines, basing them on zip codes rather 

than a road or county split, to assist in sorting. Chuck agreed, stating that it would 

affect the numbers minimally.  

Conversation over the next 40 minutes was rampant and full of ideas for increasing 

memberships for the next year. Items of action were: 

Increase communications with recent noncurrent members 

Dave offered to create a poll, or report cards to find out what has held noncurrent 

members from renewing and send it to all 1000 (est.) nonmembers. 

Mike stated that, even though the new member numbers are about 30 each year, we do not 

show any net growth, and Coach suggested we target the recent past nonmembers first. 

Todd suggested that each Zone Coordinator put forth extra effort to talk to 

nonmembers in their zone. 

Todd requested that past year end payouts be posted at all the events to increase the 

awareness to nonmembers of the potential prizes they are missing out on. 

 Dan suggested that we call the members to find out why they are not renewing.  

Chuck proposed we revisit making the MFA memberships a $5.00 fee. The first event a 

person plays has a $5.00 non-member fee, and the person automatically becomes a member 

for the same $5.00. There would be a multi-year offer as well as a printed Floater 

subscription option. This would be a good move since newspapers and printed material is 

being replaced through technology. The key is to not lose the spirit of the Floater with 

a year-end wrap up, sent out to the active members. Still have a quarterly Floater, but 

post the other Floaters on line. The club would benefit more by having a massive 

membership, reduced membership costs and possibly 500 members, allowing for a better 

volunteer base to tap. Tom stated that this would enhance a transition to an e-Floater 

format. This act would also relieve some pressure on Brian Donahue in his role as 

publisher for the Floater by having more articles available on line. The files on the 

current site would be removed and placed on the MFA-Online site and the Yahoo site would 



be killed. By being a member you will gain access to otherwise restricted areas like 

minutes and past Floater editions, plus only current members would have the capability to 

post, (A password that is acquired with your membership would be needed to access the 

Floater and ‘other restricted to the current membership’ areas). A non-current member 

would be able to read certain brief overviews of articles but not post, giving more value 

to becoming current. Chuck stated that this would also allow for more articles to be 

posted on line for people to read. Todd said he was concerned about the ‘average joe’ 

golfer not being able to easily find the necessary information to get connected with the 

MFA and the local community. Tom made mention that the $2/person at each MST events 

should continue, to continue the revenue stream. 

Todd suggested we send an e-mail notification for the Fall Meeting in lieu of 

postcards. Chuck stated that the PDGA study of players showed 67% have active e-

mails. 

 

Treasurer report 

According to Brad (via e-mail) there is $4250 in account. Outstanding payables are 

limited to the cost of a few Floaters for the memberships. Receivables will be boosted by 

the MFA Bag Tag deposit (due from Kuito), and the tournament sanctioning fees which Brad 

commended the 2008 tournament directors for expediting quickly. 

 

Floater 

The next Floater issue is targeted to be distributed at the September 6th Millstream Open, 

an MST event, and the deadline for articles is August 15th. The next Floater, due to be 

distributed at the Fall Meeting November 15th, has an article deadline of November 1st. 

Further discussion with John Kretzschmar needs to happen before moving forward with 

changing the Floater to the on line accessible format.  

 

Edge Program 

Coach stated that the EDGE program is one of the goals that need work. In speaking with 

Jay Reading there is no EDGE rep in the state. Dave stated that there are many schools 

that are already exposing kids by having discs available, and in their curriculum. Mike 

affirmed that his conversation with Jay also brought out that, even without the EDGE 

program in Minnesota, we have more going on than most other states. Mike suggested that 

we contact out-state areas to see if there are schools that could use an EDGE program. He 

has sent Dean Anderson (Austin), if he had an idea of a school in the South zone, which 

would also help relations with the zone’s players. Mike will follow up.  

 

Chuck brought up the $5 membership and how this would affect the zones, and how by 

increasing the quantity of members through the MST’s we will have more EDGE 

opportunities.  

 

Dave asked about getting an update on the Shoreview property. Mike stated that the 

project has not been offered to the MFA for club participation at this time.  

 

New Business 

 

MDS Series 

Coach voiced concern about the issues arising from the MDS series with the communication 

breakdown between the MDS T/D and the out-of-town event organizers. Chuck said that the 

event needs to be promoted for it to run smoothly. Mike suggested that a call be made to 

Shawn Joice and asking him if he can promote the event better. Tom suggested that he go 

on the Yahoo site and use the automated schedule/calendar to alert more people.  

 

MFA charitable donation 

Todd suggested that the MFA donate $100 to the Red Cross Fund raiser, in concert with the 

charge made earlier to donate to up to ten charitable events. Coach made a motion to do 



exactly that. Mike seconded. Coach, Mike, and Todd – yea, Dan- abstain. Motion carried. 

Coach will contact Brad to send a check to Jason Kloskin in the name of the Red Cross. 

 

MDSHOF 

Lightnin’ Lyle asked the MFA for seed money to jumpstart the Minnesota Disc Sports Hall 

of Fame. The needs include, but are not limited to… a legend plaque large enough for 15 

inductees, a portrait and two plaques for each inductee (one for the HOF, one for 

personal), and a commemorative shirt, as well as providing for an initial purchase of 

fund raising items to be sold to raise revenue. The request is for a one-time 

contribution of (take a sip of your beers) $500.00. He will submit the proposal to Mike 

for distribution to the BOD. In return, the MDSHOF will agree to organize and promote the 

Minnesota Disc Sports Overalls event each year, creating a festival-type atmosphere, and 

educating people along the way about all disc sports, aside from disc golf. Dave asked if 

we could require alternate disc sport articles be submitted to the Floater. Lyle said it 

would not be a problem. Mike suggested that the MDSHOF get the things done and then 

submit the actual costs to the BOD for approval, rather than giving a check for $500 in 

anticipation of using the entire amount. Coach suggested that the proposal be submitted 

and discussed on the BOD online. Lightnin’ offered to change the language as necessary, 

to be accepted by the BOD. 

 

2009 schedule 

Mike will be working on the 2009 schedule of events, and proposing we send a draft of the 

schedule to the current ’08 tournament directors for feedback. This would allow the T/D’s 

ample time to line up on January 1st to reserve pavilions and start scheduling promotions. 

 

Worldwide GPS tournament 

Chuck updated the BOD on the global tournament happening the weekend after Mother’s Day. 

Mike asked him to e-mail the date and he would work it in to the schedule. 

 

Chuck stated that the MFA should soft cards, much like the PDGA, at events just in case 

the membership information is not passed on in due time. He referred to the procedures of 

the PDGA being good ones to emulate, including the membership send to the appropriate 

tournament director the Thursday prior to the event. 

 

Chuck updated the BOD on the PDGA’s new class of discs called the V-Class, incorporating 

plastic that are larger diameter and more rounded-edge catch discs. It will be sanctioned 

events, with points and ratings and its own World Championship. Kenwood Klassic is the 

first ever event, September 6th, a PDGA X/C-tier. The Zephyr may be the best style that 

is currently being made, and may be the tournament disc.  

 

Dave updated the BOD on sending the pamphlet file to Derek Tonn, to help minimize the 

size, condensing it to post online. Coach commended Dave for getting the pamphlets out at 

ALL events since the Majestic, which continues the completion of that goal. 

 

The next scheduled meeting is September 6th after the Kenwood Klassic. Mike suggested that 

we schedule another meeting to finalize the year-end stuff, and Coach asked for 

alternative dates to be submitted. 

 

The Election Committee appointments are Mike Chatelle for Coach Dave, Lightnin’ Lyle for 

Mike Snelson, and Steve Had not forwarded his choice at the time of this writing. Any BOD 

member can accept nominations from current members and it’s their duty to forward them to 

the Election Committee, which will in turn forward their findings to the Secretary.  

 

Meeting was adjourned at 8:38PM. Everyone in attendance (not running for President), say 

Boo yah!!! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


